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Recently. weighted Markov and Bernstein inequalities have been established for 
large classes of Freud weights, that is, weights of the form Cr’(~j :=e-ecX). where 
Q(X) is even and of smooth polynomial growth at infinity. In this paper, we con- 
sider Erdiis weights. which have the form W(s) := e-a’.‘). where Q(X) is even and 
of faster than polynomial growth at infinity. For a large class of Erdiis weights, we 
establish the Markov type inequality 
IlP’wl!a<CQ’(a.) IIPW., (1) 
for II > 1 and P any polynomial of degree at most n. Here the norm is the sup norm, 
and C is independent of n and P, while a, is the Mhaskar-Rahmanov-Saf number, 
that is, it is the positive root of the equation 
2 
I 
1 
n =- a, tQ’(a, t) dt;Js. (2) 
= 0 
For example, we consider Q(X) := exp,( Ix(“), where r > 0. and where expk denotes 
the lith iterated exponential. and give a more explicit formulation of (1). We also 
establish Bernstein type inequalities that for part of the range (-cc, x ) improve 
on (I). 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATE%~EK;T OF RESULTS 
In converse or Bernstein type theorems on the degree of approximation 
by polynomials, a crucial role is played by Markov-Bernstein inequalities, 
which estimate the derivative of a polynomial in terms of its norm. In 
recent years, much effort has been devoted to establishing such inequalities 
in weighted norms over [w. See [20] for an entertaining introduction, [4] 
* Incorporating the former National Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences. 
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for the reievant approximation theorems: and [ 12. 2rj for the most recent 
and up io date L, results. For the most up to date treat-me&s of L, and 
Qr!icz space norms, see especially [ 15, 211 and also [7! il. 201, 
To elaborate the discussion, we need some no:ation. T~rougbou:~ .s?: 
denotes the class of real polynomials of degree at most .s. and : .I’ %c 
denotes the i, norm over any measurable .Y c W. Further. C: C: i C2: ,.~. 
denote positive constants independent of PZ$ PE .$,, and XE R. The same 
symbol does not necessarily denote the same constant in different occur- 
rences. Finally, we use the usual o, 0 notation, and -+ in ihe fOl!O~~ir?~ c 
sense: If !c. ? 7 and rd . r7 I _ I ,, 3 T are sequences of real numbers: we write 
if there exist Ci and C, such that for the relet-ant range of ii. 
c; < c,:‘d,, d C,. 
Similar notations will be used for functions and seaaences of hmctions. 
The classical inequality of Markov [3, p. 911 is 
Essentially the most general analogue of (1.1 j for Freud weights, that is: 
weights of the form W := e ~ “, where Q(X) is even and of smooth poipnc- 
rr?ial growth at infinity, is the following [ 12, Theorem i.i j: 
TtiE0~Etd 1.1. Let W(x) :=epQC”:, r!.here Q(xj is et:en, f9i?tia4ous ir2 R, 
Q(0) = 0, Q"(x) is continuous in (0, x ), Q'(x) is positirr 22 (0; 22 ). ann'fY 
some C:, C,>O: 
Cl 6 (xQ’(x))‘;Q’(x) d Ci, .y g (0, x, ). 
Then tllere exists C, > 0 such that for n = 1, 2, 3, ..~) md P E .Yz: 
wkete Qi -‘j is the innverse function of Q(x). satisJ~%g 
Q[-‘](Q(sjj=s, SE(O, ~j. (1.4) 
In the important special case 
w,(x) :=exp( - IX!%), XER. r>o, 
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Theorem 1.1 yields for II 2 1 and for P E pn and some C, 
i 
nl-l:” 
iIP’~~Il~6C’IPWAI~ 10g(i2J1), 
x> 1, 
a= 1, (1.5) 
1, O<r<l. 
For 2 B 2, Freud [S] established (1.5), while Levin and Lubinsky [ 10, 111 
treated the cases 1 < x < 2: as well as related weights. For 0 < r < 1, (1.5) 
was established by Nevai and Totik [21], and they considered more 
general weights similar to II/,, 0 <x < 1. For fixed finite intervals [a, b] 
and rz > N(a, b), Dzrbasyan [S] established similar inequalities for more 
general weights, though his constants depend on a, b. 
The condition (1.2) was heavily used in [12] and forces Q(x) to be of 
polynomial growth at infinity. In this paper, we consider the case where 
Q(x) is of faster th an polynomial growth at infinity. We call IV:= eKQ, 
with such a Q, an ErdOs weight, for Erdos was the first to consider them 
[6], obtaining the contracted zero distribution of their orthogonal polyno- 
mials. Asymptotics for the recurrence coefficients associated with their 
orthogonal polynomials were obtained in [9]. A typical example is 
Wk.-*(-x) := W -expk(lxIx)), XER, (1.6) 
where 2 > 0, k is a positive integer, and exp, is the kth iterated exponential: 
exp,(x) := exp(x), x E R, 
exp,(x) := exp(exp,- i(x)), x E W, k = 2: 3, 4, ,.. . 
The Markov inequalities for Erdds weights are somewhat more 
enigmatic than those for Freud weights, and are closer to those for weights 
on [ - 1, 11. The quantity 
.C,lI 
1 dsi’Q[-“(s) 
“I 
in the right-hand side of (1.3) is o(n) as n+ m, while nZ in (1.1) grows 
much faster than n. For Erdiis weights, the dependence on n of the right- 
hand sides of the Markov inequalities may also grow faster than n. Perhaps 
this should not be surprising, for Erdiis weights decay much more rapidly 
than Freud weights, and in this and other respects are like weights on 
[ - 1, l] [6]. To describe the inequalities, we need: 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let IV(x) :=epQlx), where Q(x) is even and con- 
tinuous in R, Q’(x) exists in (0, ;c ), and xQ’(x) is increasing in (0, x ) with 
limits 0 and X, at 0 and x, respectively. For u > 0, we define the 
Mhaskar-Rahmanov-Saff number G, = a,,( W’) to be the positive root of the 
ti ?ii equ2d,.. 
2 ,.I 
-Jo a,tQ’(a,t)(r-t2)~“Rr~ 
It is easily seen under the conditions in Defnition 1.2 th2; for all 2 > G 
G,, exists and is unique. 
The number a,, (for positive integer n) appears first in [17-13, 22j. Its 
importance iies in the following identity: If W := E -=, and Q is esren in K 
then under mild conditions on Q’ [ 16, 192. we have for ail ,P E .Z<.: 
and [-G:,. a,] is essentially the smallest finite &ervai for this res’ult to 
hold [i6: 191. Typically. a, exhibits the following rate or’ growth: 
arr-Q~-“(t?). n+ 2:. 
One of our main results is the following Markov type inequahty: 
TXEOREM I.3 (Markov Inequalityj. Let W(X) ~=e-~‘“j. ;&ere Q(.Y; I.: 
el:eli aid CoiitSluOus in R, Q”(x) is corztinuotis in (0: x & 
is posi?ice and increasing in (0, ~6 ) with x(0 + : > 0 md 
!:P’CV’/ R d CQ’(a,!j ljPWii ;. (;,;3) 
Remarks. (i) While (. 1.11) ensures that Q(X) grows faster as x + z 
than any polynomial (in comparison to (1.2), which ensures poiynomizr 
growth), (1.12) is a very weak regularity condition. In face, for any Q(x) 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.3 (except possibly (1.12jj, and for 
any s>ck 
,y(.u) < c(Q’(x) j” on 2verage. 
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More precisely, if meas denotes linear Lebesgue measure, it is not difficult 
to show that 
meas(x 3 r: x(s) 3 ~(Q’(.x))~} + 0 as r+,zo. 
In fact, one typically has much more: For each E > 0, 
X(x)=O([logQ’(~)]l+‘) as x+x. 
(ii) If, for example, x > 0, k is a positive integer, and (see (1.6)) 
P(x) := ewAlxIz), XER, (1.14) 
while W,,, := e PQ, then all the conditions of Theorem 1.3 are satisfied, and 
~(x)=(~logQ(~~,1og2Q(x,...los~Q(x,>(1+~(1,, as X-+X, 
where log, denotes the kth iterated logarithm, that is, 
log, x := log x, x > 0, 
log,x := log,_ i(log X), x > exp,- i(O), k = 2, 3, 4, . . . . 
Further, a straightforward, but lengthy computation involving Laplace’s 
method shows that 
aj;=log,-, n-+x, (1.15) 
and 
(1.16) 
Note that for a>2 and ka I, 
It follows from (1.16) that Theorem 1.3 improves on some results in the 
literature. In [ 13, Theorem 3.5, (3.20)]: it was shown that for n > n, and 
PE.Yf, 
and conjectured that the 2 may be replaced by i. This cor;jectu:; is 
confirmed by (i.16). In [ 11, a former student of the author considered 
wi.2 and obtained a slight improvement of (3.20) in [ 133, replacing the 2 
above by 1. 
(iii) Concerning the rate of growth of Q’(a,,) in :he generai case 
treated by Theorem 1.3, we note that (see Lemma 2.2(a), (c) beiox+ 
Q’c~,z)/‘(n::a,z) = O(~(rr,)’ ‘): ;i+ x. (‘i.18‘; 
Under additional conditions on Q, one can repface the 0 in ( i. 18 ) b:.- - 1 
and one can show that 
(iv) It seems certain that Theorem 1.3 is sharp in the sense that 
Q’(a,j provides the correct rate of growth in n. Although we do not prove 
this formally: we shall provide the following motivation: Let TX(Y) denote 
that manic polynomial of degree n for which 
IT: rVll,=min(!iPWii3,: P manic? PE.S$i 
It is known that / T,T WI attains its maximum at at !east n + i points, .oi” 
-%:hi& r” c ii * say, is the largest [16: 191. Then 
iI IT,*’ WI1 z 3 ( T,*’ WI (c,, j 
= IQ’(<,)( T; W)(<,) + (7,; W)’ f<,1); 
=Q’((,) jTi;* t~Vl/~. 
We be!ieve that under the conditions of Theorem 1.3. 
and hope to prove this in a forthcoming paper. Certainly (1.19) is true in 
the case of Freud weights [16], but is a little deeper for G-d& weights. 
(1:) Despite the different appearances of Theorems I.1 and 1.3, rheir 
results do agree in form: For Freud weights for which Q(x) grows at lezst 
as fast as 1.Y: li some z > 1, one can show that 
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(vi) Theorem 1.3 remains valid if all the conditions on (2 (other than 
continuity) hold only for large X. One needs then to modify, in an obvious 
way, the definition of a,. 
(vii) For more general W than considered here: Corollary 3.2 in [ 13, 
p. 3481 shows that for each fixed 0 < 6 < 1, there exists C= C(6, W) such 
that 
I!P’W [-da,,&&, 6 C(nh,) l!PWll., (1.20) 
PEY~? IZ > 1. In view of (1.17), this improves on (1.13) for the interval 
[-da,,, &,I. Such an improvement is explained by our Bernstein 
inequality below. 
Recall the classical Bernstein inequality [3, pp. 89-911, which states that 
IP’(x)l 64-x2)Y2 !lPllc-l 1,: XE(-1, l), PEYH. (1.21) 
For 1x1 d 6 < 1, this yields, for n large enough, better results than Markov’s 
(1.1). For Erdos weights, (1.20) provides the corresponding improvement 
of (1.13), for 1x1 G&7,: any 0 < 6 < 1. As x increases towards a,,, the 
dependence on n seems first to grow faster than njar2: but for x very close 
to a,, grows slower than n/a,,. The precise description is quite complicated. 
First, however, we recall from [12, Theorem 1.31, for comparison, part 
of the Bernstein inequality there: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let W(x) be as in Theorem 1.1, and let a,, = a,( W) for 
n = 1, 2: 3, . . . Let O<q< 1. Then for n>C,, PEAR:,, and 1x1 >~]a,, 
I(PW)’ (x)1 d C411PWII R (+,j max{rzP2’3, 1 - lsj/a,}“‘. (1.22) 
As remarked in [ 121, it is essential that we consider (PW)’ rather than 
P’W for the Bernstein inequality. We believe that Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 
may play a role in establishing bounds for orthogonal polynomials 
generalizing those in [2]. Following is our 
THEOREM 1.5 (Bernstein Inequality). Let W(x) be us in Theorem 1.3, 
with the additional restrictions that Q’(x) is continuous in W, and that (1.12) 
holds with $ replaced by A. Let 5 > 0: and for n > 1, let 
and let 
A,T :=n-’ [’ (1 -s))li2 (a,s)‘Q”(a,s)ds. 
* 1:2 
(1.24) 
52 oauticulai, 1 this implies that gicen any 0 < 5 < f. 
IfPW)‘(.Y)l, < C:!Pm:II E(!l:‘a,z), !?c/ <a,,(! -a), EE$~. (x25!, 
Remarks. (i) We do not know of any smpie: wa;y to express i”i.25) 
for general Erdos weights. For Freud weights, an essential simp!,ificatioy: is 
&: 
iI* I, -1; @J-Y j - n/a, uniformly for I.‘J~ < i, 
and one can easily show that the right-hand side of (l.25) reduces to the 
right-hand side of (1.22). By contrast for Erdos weights, 
2nd 
is :unbounded. Nevertheless A,* grows slowly, and {Lemma Z.i(fj below) 
A,* = O(;{(a,j j: 
while for Q of ( 1.14) 
(ii) The condition that Q be continuous in 5! is imposed pursiy for 
w’ to exist in R. If, for example, Q’(Oj does not exist: but the other condi- 
tions are satisfied, then (1.25) remains valid for x f 0. 
(iiij We believe the above result is sharp with respect to the 
dependence on n: The estimates arise from solutions of certain integra! 
equations that are now known to play a fundamental roie in the majoriza- 
tion of weighted polynomials, and asymptotics of orthogonai polynomiais 
[lo, 17, 231. 
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(iv) Theorem 1.5 is consistent with Theorem 1.3, in the sense that the 
right-hand side of (1.25) is bounded above by CQ’(a,,) llPWllZ. 
(v) For (xl > a,,: (1.25) admits a substantial improvement-see the 
proof of Theorem 1.5-but we omitted this from the statement above since 
that range of x is not so important in applications. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present three 
preliminary technical lemmas. In Section 3, we estimate U,,(t), a function 
that arises in the majorization of extremal polynomials. In Section 4, we 
prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.5. On a first reading, the reader should perhaps 
start with the basic Lemma 4.1, which uses Cauchy’s integral formula for 
derivatives to estimate (PI+)‘. After reading Section 4: and then Section 3, 
the reader can turn to Section 2. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We shall say a function f: [0, x) --f [0, Z) is qzzasi-increasing if there 
exists C> 0 such that 
f-(-x) d CnY)~ o<x<y<x. 
This is trivially true if f is increasing. In our proofs, we shall initially use 
slightly different assumptions from those in Theorem 1.3, and shall 
ultimately replace the given weight by a slightly different one. This is 
necessitated by the occasionally difficult behaviour of Q’ at 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let W(x) := ePQCX), where Q is et’en and continuous in R, 
Q” is continzrous in (0, x): 
Q'(x) > 0, x E (0, x ), (2.1) 
while 
(xQ’(x))’ > 0, x E (0, ,x, ). 
Further assume that 
A-x) := (xQ'(x))'/Q'(x), x E (0, x ): 
(2.2 
(2.3 
is bounded below blv a positke nzlmber in (0, x ), is quasi-increasing in 
(0, ,cc), and increasing for large x, with 
lim l(x) = a=. (2.4) 
x-x 
(0) 
(Ii) [f&o Q” is continuous in R, then there exist C a?zd s > t? such tk: 
Q’(x)/ x < cQ’(y)::.~, 0 < x < 1’: >Y 3 s: {;.z! i 
mid 
iQ:j’(>.-)I 6 CjQ’.“( ,.)I :-? f-y! -3 0 < x < J’, )’ 3 3: j = I, 2. ;L.rL; 
Prooj (a) Now, from (2.3)? 
;((x) = xQ”(x):Q’(x) $ I; i- i? r L. I3 j 
so (2.4 j yields, for t Iarge enough, say for c > CL, 
Q”(t)/Q’(tj 3 ir/r. 
Integrating from t = C1 to t = x yields 
log{ Q’(x)/;Q’( C,) :, 2 2~ log(:<;C; ), 
or 
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Then (2.5) follows for j = 1 and x 3 C, some large enough C. Integrating 
(2.5) for j= 1 yields (2.5) for j= 0 and x large enough. Finally, since (2.4) 
and (2.13) show that 
Q”(X) 2 Q’(X)/Y. x large enough, 
(2.5) follows also for j= 2. 
(b) Now, 
(Q'(x)/x)' = (xQ"(x) - Q'(xj)/x' 
= Q’(x)(&) - 2)/xX’ > 0, 
x large enough, so Q/(x)/x is increasing for x large enough. Since from 
(2.13), 
Q”(x) = (x(x) - l)(Q’(x)/x), 
and l(x) is increasing for large enough x, the same is true for Q”. 
(c) Now, for x>O and La 1, 
(L,YQ’(Lx)}/(xQ’(x)} =exp ( rLx (uQ’(u))‘/(uQ’(u)) G!U) 
- .x 
= exp z( u)/zz du 
as 2 is quasi-increasing. Then (2.6) follows. 
(d) Choose fixed a> 0, and let XE (0, a). From (2.6), 
xQ’(x) d aQ’(a)(xl~)~~~‘~‘~. 
Since x(x) is bounded below by a positive number, we may let x + O+. 
(e) Forj= 1, (2.8) follows from (2.6) and (2.4). Forj=2, 
since L is fixed, and x( .) is quasi-increasing. This establishes (2.8) for i = 2 
also. To prove (2.8) for j = 0, we note Grst that given r > 0, There exists c 
such that 
Q’(Lt) 2 rQ’(rj, t 3 c. 
Then as Q(X) is positive for large enough X, say for .‘c 3 25, ae have 
Q(Lx) = -1; LQ’(Ll) dt + Q(LCj 
,” x 
3 Lr ) Q’(l) ctt 
“c 
= LY(Q(x) - Q(Cjj > LrQ(.uj::?, 
.X large enough. As r may be chosen arbitrarily large, (2.8) foi!ows for j = 0. 
(f) Forj= 1: (2.9) follows from (2.4) (see (2.23)). Forj=O: we ha;re 
for v large enough, 
Q(x) = Q(d2) +x i-i I : ?. Q’(ux- j ~54 
by (2.8 ) with j = 0. and .Y large enough. Then 
for x large enough. Here: for each fixed UE [$. ! ), (2.8) with j= i yields 
Further, as (2.5) shows Q’(S) is increasing foe s large enough, we have 
Q’(ux)/Q’(s) < 1, z4E C$. 11, s iarge enoizgh, L 
Then Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem yields. as required, 
(gj Since x(x) is quasi-increasing in (0. 5, I, for >:E (3: x ), we kave 
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r TX “TX ~(u)du<(r-l)x+r?c Q”(u):‘Q’(u)du * x J x 
=rx[(l-r-')+log{Q'(rx)@'(x))]. 
Hence 
x(-r) d ~I(l-~~l)+log(Q’(l.x)i.e’(x)}l. 
(h) Since Q’(x)/‘x, Q’(X), and Q”(X) are increasing in [a, x), some 
a > 0, it suffkes to deal with the interval [0, a]. First, Q’(0) = 0 since Q’ is 
odd and continuous at 0. Then 
Q’(x) = j, Q”(u) dud xllQ”ll Co,al, x E co, al; 
so Q’(x)/x is bounded in (0, a]. Since Q’(a)la > 0, we obtain 
Q/(x)/x < CQ’(a)/a, x E (0, a]. 
Then (2.11) follows. To prove (2.12), one uses the continuity of Q(j), 
j= 1,2, and the fact that Q’j’(a) > 0 if a is large enough. 1 
Next, a lemma about a,,. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let W(x) be us in Lemma 2.1. 
(a) Then 
lim uj Q(~‘(u,~)/~ = 
0, j=O, 
II ,I + Lx X: j= 1, 2. 
(2.14) 
(b) Uniformly for x in compact subsets of (0, 1 ), we huce 
lim diQ”‘(u,,x)/n = 0, j=O, 1, 2. (2.15) 
n-x 
(c) For j = 1: 2 and n large enough, 
ai,Q(j)(a,)jn 6 C;r(u,)‘- I:*. (2.16) 
(d) There exist Cl and Cl such that 
(C,u%(u,))~‘du:,~ua,d(C,u~(u,,1’2))~’, u E [O, za ). (2.17) 
By Lemma 2.1(e) (with j= l), the integrand in this iast integral has limit 0 
as PJ --+ z, for each fixed t E (0, 1). Further, as sQ’(s) is increasing in (0. x !. e. 
we see that the integrand is bounded above by (I- ?) ~’ ‘. for zz 3 1. 
t E (0: i )~ Then Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem yields 
hm n/(a,IQ’(a,,)) = 0~ 
n + %‘ 
and (2.14) is true forj= 1. Forj=2, we use (see (211)) 
aiQ”(a,lj/x = {a,,Q’(a,,)/~} (;+a;?) - I], (2.22 1 
as well as (2.4) and (2.14) forJ= 1. 
It remains to prove (2.14) for j= 0. Now if 0 <d < $. {I.T’j yields 
2 pi 
n!Q(a,) 3 - ! a,tQ’(a,t) nJlpa Q(a,*)(i - t2)’ 2dt 
2 (1 -b)[Q(a!,)-Q(aJ1 -a))] 
a-- 
n Q(an)(l-(l-6)‘!” 
,z (I- 6)[IQ(a,P21 
‘;L Q(a,)(26)” = 
for E iarge enough, by Lemma 2.1 (e). Since 6 may ‘De made arbitr&y 
SKIail, (2.14) fOollOWS forj=O. 
(bi For j=O, the monotonicity of Q and (a) yield (2.15) even 
uniformly for XE C-1, i]. TO prove (2.i.5) f00: I= 1, let 0<6 < +. and 
E < Ix < 1 - 26. For n 3 n,(d), 
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Q(4 1 
a, Q’iw) 
aQ(anj-Q(a.il-W 
a,Q’(a,,(l -26)) 
= kl -b, Q’(u) du 
a, Q’(a,( I- 3)) 
,dQ’(a,il-6)) 
Q’(a,( 1 - 26)) + x 
as n-+~, 
by Lemma 2.1(e). Then as Q(a,) = o(n), (2.15) follows for j= 1. For j= 2, 
one similarly estimates Q’(aJ 1 - G))j{a,Q”(a,,x)j. 
(c) Let 
r := r(n) := 1 - x(a,)p’. 
We have from (2.21) and Lemma 2.1(c) that 
f”(%)( 1 _ t2) ~ 1:2 dt 
by choice of r. So (2.16) is valid forj= 1. Then forj= 2, (2.22) yields (2.16). 
(d) From (1.7), we deduce that for u E (0, x ), 
1 =:ij: a,tQ’(a,t)x(a,t)(l - t2)-l,‘I dt. 
u 
Since x is quasi-increasing in (0, x)), we have from (1.7), 
1 d C, 2 x(a,)u. 
u 
In the other direction, we have 
a,tQ’(a,t)(l -t2)-I.“’ dt 
3 C2 a: x(aJ2) u/2 
a, . 
since a, tQ’(a,t)( 1 - t2)-l~’ is an increasing function of t E (0, 1). 
MARKOV AND BERNSTEiN INEQUALIT!ES 
(ej for r> 1 and us(O: x), 
3exp(C,~(a,-,)~!!ogv) 
2 1 t Cl.%(ar,)-’ log r. 
(f) It suffkes to consider the case L > i. Now by (d) of this lemma, 
n,,,a,=exp(~~“a;!‘aldt) 
6exp / (Cz~~(a,;2))-’ &I] 
( ‘-L:’ “U / 
<exp(Czz(a,;2)-’ log L) + I as f.4 -+ ,x. 
(gj -We see that 
Li 
- {uu$46~2> = {a,,;‘28 ‘> {a&, - 6:‘(21;)). 
du 
Then Lemma 2.2(d) shows that for large enough II: this Iasr right-haad side 
is negative, and so u,~/u’~~ is a decreasing positive function of 2, for !arge 
enough u. Then (2.20) follows. 1 
Finally, one more lemma on a,!: 
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(b ) Suppose 
nz=m(n)=n[l+O((nla,)-2~:‘1~~‘)], 
Then 
lim Q’(a,,)/Q’(a,) = 1. 
n-cc 
(c ) Suppose 
x=x(n) = a,[ 1 + o((n/a,)-‘q”’ -“))I, 
Then as n+ cc, 
Q’(x)= O((n/a,)““-qJ), 
and 
n-+x. (2.27) 
(2.28) 
n --f cc, (2.29) 
(2.30) 
a,Q”(x)= O((nja,,)(2q-1’ i1prl)). 
Proof: (a) From (2.16) forj= 1, 
a,Q’(an)/n = O(X(~,)“~) = O(Q’(a,)‘l), 
(2.31) 
SO 
Q’(a,)‘-q = O(n/a,). 
Then (2.24) follows, while (2.23) yields (2.25). Finally, (2.22) yields (2.26). 
(b) We have if m = m(n) 3 n, for n large enough: 
1 6 Q’(amjlQ’(a,) 
“m = exp 
(J 
{Q”(a,)/Q’(a,j} a; dt 
n ) 
* WI 
= exp 
0 
(~(a,) - 1) a;;~, dt 
n > 
~exp(C2C~(a,)l~(a,/2)1 ~o&-in)) 
(by Lemma2.2(d)) 
~exp(O((m~a,)~~~‘1~‘1~)o(l)O((a,~nj2’i”’-’1~jj~ 1 
as n + ,x’, 
since m s n as n --, rxj. Similarly, we may handle the case nz dn. 
\fARMoV AND BERNSTEIN SEQLALITIES 
(c) We have from (2.25) and then from Lemma 2.2(e) &a: 
x=a,{l -ko(&,,)-‘jj~ <LIz,z. 
i: large e nough. Then the monotonicity of 9” and Q’ and t2.24) and (2,26; 
yield f2.30)-(2.31). 1 
3. MAICRIZATION OF WEIGHTED POLYNOMIALS AND ESTISTATIOX OF CTii(t\ 
Foliowing is a summaq of the results that we need on zhe rxjorizati~~ 
of weighted polynomials. 
thar,for lronze 1 < p < 2, 
iK?l: L.“[O,!j < EYz. 
(a) Fc?n=1,2,3, . ..) mldXE(-l,l),:ef 
2 ,-I (1 -Y2)1’2a,sQ’(a,~,-!-Go,xQ’(a,s) 1 p,,(--;) := -5 
J 0 (l-s’)‘* j?(j2 - 2::) La. 71-
Tlfen p,,(x) W ecen. finite a.e. irz ( - 1, I !. 
Tiler?, if ’ derzotes dtffeerentiation with respect to ?, 
?(a,,tQ’(a,t))’ it. 
(1 _ $1 2 :13.-j 
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Further, there exists C such that for ?CE [i? l] and n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
IpJx)( 1 -x2)- ‘2 -A,/ < Cx(a,,)3!’ (1 - x)‘,~. 
Finally, 
-1 
.I_, ,u,Jx)/( 1 - x) d-x = a,, Q’( a,)/n. 
(c) For n = 1: 2, 3, . . . . and z E @, let 
L’Jz) := [’ loglz - tl pL,(t) dt - Q(u, Izl),/n + ~,/+z: 
I 
where 
xn := 2x-l WC (f$2;i;2 dt + n log 2. 
Then 
U,(x)=O, XE c-1, 11, 
and there exists C > 0 such that as E + 0+, 
and 
Further, 
and 
Lg 1 + E) = - A,Jc(2&)‘~~ + 0(&*~3~(u,p) 
+ O[&X(UJ 1 + &))3’2 (1 + &)C%(Qn(l+q 
U,( 1 + E) = ---A,,Tc @ ~~.‘~/3 + o(&s’3~(a,)3’2) 
+ O[E’~(a,,( 1 + E))~ 2 (1 + E)~~@~~(’ +&j)]. 
Ly(x) < 0, XE(1, x),j=O, 1, 
(XL&))’ < 0, XE(1, a). 
(d) For n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . PE.?“, and ZE@‘?,[-1, 11, 
IP(v) Wa,,lzl)l d IIPWII i-a,.a,l expbCin:,(z)). 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
IPWl!x) < :IPwII 2, Ix! > LI,,. (3.20) 
Pi-OO$ (a) First, (3.3), (3.4j, and (3.5) follow from (a) of Lemma 5.3 
in [16j with R := G,,: p,, := P,;.~,, and so on. Note that B,z,, = 0 (see (5.44) 
k [!6, p. 37]j. 
(b; First, (3.7) follows from (3.6) by ar. integratiozl by parts (see 
(5.57) in [16]j. Next: we see that 
as z is quasi-increasing, and by the definition (1.7) of si’,. For tk lower 
bound. we have 
as s&‘(s) is increasing in (0, z ), and by (2.7). This yields (3.8j. 
Tc prove (3.9), we note from (5.493 in [IO] that (3.9j is truel biut inlilt 
the right-hand side of (3.9) replaced by C,(l -~j’ ’ z,;. where 
by (2.16) with J= 1,2: and since Q”(x) and Z(X) are increasing for large :: 
(see Lemma i.l(b j). Then (3.9) follows. Finallyr (3.10) is a restatemect of 
(5.50) in [16. p. 401. 
(c) First, (3.13) follows from (5.453 in [IO]. Next, (3‘14.) was s;niow~ 
to be true in [IS, (5.53)]. but with the order terms in (3.14) replaced by 
O(&%, j + O(.&j3n,e)z 
where T, is as at (3.21) and where 
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for n large enough, since Q”(X) is increasing for large x. Now, using (2.6), 
a; Q”(a,,( 1 + E) )/n 
=(l+E))Z{~(a,(l+E))-l}a,(l+&)Q’(u,(l+&))/?z 
< C,;C(a,(l + &))(l + &)=“@‘“(‘+E)) a,,Q’(u,)/n 
< C,x(a,(l + E))j:* (1 + ,)c+.(’ ++, 
by (2.16). Then using (3.21), we obtain 
O(E2’3r,) + O(EP,.J 
< c, [&2’3j[(a,*)3:* + &X(Q,,( 1 + &))j:* (1 + &)=x@n(’ + q 
and (3.14) follows as stated. Next, integrating (3.14) yields (3.15). Finally, 
(3.16) and (3.17) follow from (5.55) to (5.56) in [16] with R=a,. 
(d) This follows from Theorem 7.1(i), (ii) in [16, pp. 49-501. 1 
We next need to derive some estimates for ~JI): 
LEMMA 3.2. Let W(x) be as in Lemma 2.1, with the additional ?estriction 
that Q”(x) is continuous in [w. Let 5 > 0 andfor n large enozdgh, let +,Jx) and 
A,T be gicen 611 ( 1.23) and ( 1.24), respectively. Then 
(a) Given 0 < E < 1, we hate for n large enough, 
P,(X) - 1, un[formly for 0 < x < 1 - E. (3.24) 
(b) There exist C, and C, such that for n large enough, and untformly 
for C,ja,,<x< 1, 
$,Jx) 2 C,( 1 -x)r’* (a,,.~Q”(a,x) + Q’(u,x)} + C,xQ’(a,x). (3.25) 
(c) Gicen 0 < E < 1, we hat:e for n large enough, 
,4(X) - (1 - I4 )I:* 4Il/AlX )ln, unzforml~~ for E< 1x1 < 1. (3.26) 
(d) Given 0 <E < 1, we have for n large enough, 
$,b) - 44, uniformly for 0 6 x d 1 - E. (3.27) 
(e) For n large enough, e,,(t) is quasi-increasing in (0, l), with the 
constant in the definition qf quasi-increasing functions being independent of n. 
(f) Let A,, be dejked bJ. (3.6). Then jbr n large enough, 
A,* -A, = ~M~,))~ n--f ,x. (3.28) 
PK$ We note first that there exists K such that (xQ’(xj)’ = z(xjQ’(:~: 
is increasing for x E [K, x ), that is, T@‘(X) is col;vex ir. LX; X. j. It then 
foliows that for each fixed L’ E [ti, x j7 
L@‘(u) - cQ’(c) 
g--5 
Is an iccreasing positive function of u E [K: z j. It is also positive for 
UT c E (0, z j, by (2.2). We assume that K 3 5 I Mow. Further, note that thae 
continuity of Q”, and hence of Q’: ens=dres that (3. Z ) is true for any t; > I. 
(a) Let 0 <E < 4. Since pl,(. j is even, ir su5ces :o connder 
x E CO: i - 2~1. We have from (3.2) that 
ii,,(.~)~~(1-(l-Ej2,~:2 
72 
xa”l 
t-1 --E a,,sQ’(a,s) - a,.uQ’(.a,xj dx 
n -'o a,s - a,,>: 3 * .>I 
where u lies between a,s and a,x, and we have used the properties of Q‘(T) 
in (0, r^, j. Here 
(cQ’(c))‘:(s+x)=a,%(cj Q’(c).I(a,s+a,lxj 
< a,x(c)Q’(c);c 
< C,a,x(a,(i --E)) Q’(aFl(t -ej),:(a,(l -E)). 
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since ,Y( - ) is quasi-increasing, and by (2.11) of Lemma 2.1(h). Then 
: (vQ’(t:))‘,!‘(s + x) 
dC, a,Q’(a,(l-s))+a;Q”(u,,(l-E)) 
as IZ + ,CC, by (2.13) and Lemma 2.2(b). Then, using (1.7), we obtain 
uniformly for 1.~1 6 1 - 2s, and IZ large enough. In the other direction, we 
have for 1x1 d 1-2~ that 
wQ’(w) - a,(1 - 2~) Q’(u,,(l - 2~)) ds 
ns2 
using Lemma 2.1(e). Finally, (1.7) and Lemma 2.1(e) with j = 1 yield for n 
large enough that 
PL,b) 2 Cl 1 1x1 < 1 - 2E. 
(b) The comment at the beginning of the proof shows that 
u,xQ’(u,x) - u,sQ’(u,s) 
urrx - u,s 
is an increasing function of x E [K/U,, CC) for each fixed s E [K/U,, x ) and 
takes the value (cQ’(t;))’ 1 G =~nx when s = X. It is also positive for all x, s > 0, 
by (2.2). Then for XE [~:a,, l), 
tin(x)2 [’ (I -s)-~,~ (cQ’(c))‘i,=,,,ds 
” x 
3 C( 1 -x)‘:~ {u,~Q”(u,x) + Q’(u,,x),, 
which is part of the lower bound in (3.25). Next, if 1 3 X> 4&u,,, (1.23) 
shows that 
3 (.Y,!4) 
a,,xQ’(a,x) - a,,(xi2j Q’(ff,&.Zj 
as 
by Lemma 2.1(c) and the fact that x(. ) is bounded below by a positive 
number iz (0. zc ). This completes the proof of i3.25). 
!C) It suffices to consider x E [E, 1). Note first that 
and 
uniformly for .Y 3 E, and s E [O: 11. Next, for n large enough, and for x > E, 
bv (bj of this lemma. These remarks, and the dehnitions (1.23) of $,? and 
(3.2) of gi,, easily yield (3.26). 
(d) The proof of this is very similar to that of (a). 
(e) Recalling that 5 d K, suppose first that 5 = K. Then the remarks a: 
the beginning of the lemma even show that $n{.~J is increasing in (<:a,: L )~ 
For XE (0. <:‘rr,], we use (d) of this !emma to show that I$~(x) is quasi- 
increasing, uniformly in II. When 5 < IC: one can spiir the integral defining 
$,, into integrals from </a, to ~!a~, and from ~;a,~ to 1. The second integral 
may be treated by the argument for the case { = K. The first integral may 
be shown to be much smaller than the second integral, by estimations 
similar to that at (3.32) and by continuity of $IJ” near 0. 
(f) From (3.7) and (1.7). 
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where 
Since uniformly for t E [0, 41 (recall now (2” is continuous at 0, and recall 
Lemma 2.2(b)), 
lim (a, t)* Q”(u, t)/n = 0, 
n-xc 
the result follows from the definition (1.24) of A,T, and from (3.8), which 
shows that 
lim A,,=x. 
n-13 
(g) From (3.26) and (3.9), for XE [i, 11, and n= 1, 2, 3, . ..) 
$Jx) - (n/a,) pJx)( 1 -x2) -L.‘2 
= (n~a,)(A,, + O[X(U,)~‘~ (1 -x)‘,‘] > 
= (nA,/u,){ 1 + o[x(u,)~‘* (1 -x)““]}. 
Then for the range (3.30), we obtain (3.29), usig (3.28). 
(h) Since (see Lemma 2.2(a)) 
lim u,Q’(u,)jn = x, 
n-x 
Lemma 3.2(a) implies the bound (3.31) for I.t.( < 4, and n large enough. 
Next, by (c) and (e) of this lemma, for $<x< 1, and n large enough, 
j.&(x) - (1 - .X)‘jl (a,/%) $Jx) 
Q C(l -x)jr2 (a,,/~) [r $,Js) ds 
“X 
dC [I( a,$~)( 1 -s) -1’2 $Js) ds. 
“X 
Using (c) again, we obtain 
P,(X) d C, J; !$jds< Clu,Q’(u,J,h, 
by (3.10). 1 
We proceed to estimate L?,!:,(t) for t near [ - 1, I]. 
Il’i,;(x+t)6/?II(x-1: I, I: xy. rz [O, I’, 
we obtain (3.34 j for x E [0, x ) and 1’ E R, The fact that i:,?( -x + iJ,j = 
L:,(.Y + iy j yields the result for .Y E R. 
ib) From (aj above, and from Lemma 3.2(a), we have for 1x1 < I --i 
that 
ml-e2 
c:,(x+i,r)<c ( log{ I + (j!/(j.Xl - tjj’) d,? 
“@ 
by the substitution : = lu/ - ul yi in the frst integrai, and using tl:: 
inequality 
log(1 t-S)dS: 5 E (0: x jj 
,I -7; t~3.3 I ; 
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in the second integral. As 1~1 d 1, we obtain 
LY,::,(x+ iJ) < CIJI ix log(l+u-‘)du+(2/&)2 IJq. 
I 
(c) By Lemma 3.2(h), and (a) above, 
U,(s+ i?:) d C{~,,Q’(U,J/~Z} i’ log{1 + (L’!( 13~1 -t))‘; At. 
<O 
Then, making the substitution t= 1x1 - u~J!!, we obtain (3.36), much as 
before. 1 
We need a better estimate for 1x1 close to 1: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let W(x) be as in Lemma 2.1, with the additional restriction 
that Q”(x) is continuous in W. 
(a) Let O< y < 1. There exist C, and C2 such that for II< 1x1 < 1, 
1~161, andn2C,, 
where 
u,,(x+i~)<c,J-2+c2 /At) dt 1 
x [l + (IJ$G(x))‘:“], (3.38) 
6(x) := (1 - (XI )/2. (3.39) 
(b) There exist C,, C,, and C3 such that for 1x1 E [l, co). 1~~1 < 1, and 
n>C,, 
LTJx + iy) < C,A,h y3;2 d CsX(an) y3;*. (3.40) 
ProoJ: Note first that 1x1 + 6(x) = (1 + (xl $2 < 1 for 1x1 < 1: while 
i-(I~l+6(x))=qxj. 
(a) From Lemma 3.2(c), and Lemma 3.3(a) for ye < !xJ < 1, 
UJ.t- + iy) < 1:” log[ 1 + (4;/(~7/2))~] p,(t) dt 
+ c3 ilx -Xx) 
‘q,2 
log[ 1 + (J/( 1x1 - t))‘] : (1 - t)“2 t),(t) dt 
+j’ @Cl + bW))*l PL,,(~) dt l.Yl +6(x) 
=: T,+T,+T,: (3.41) 
SE:;. Here: using the inequalitjr (3.37), we ob?ain 
T’C 
_^J 
!? &.?‘i .~ -. a ; 
?Text2 using the fact that I), is quasi-increasing, we obtain 
f2 < C(ff,in) $,,(lxl + 6(x)j 
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Finally, we see from (3.37) that 
<2(1.&W)) [’ p,(t) dt. 
‘l.r’j+6(.rl 
(3.44) 
Combining (3.41) to (3.44) yields (3.38). 
(bj Since the constants in (3.38) are independent of n and x, and 
since the left-hand side is continuous at of: 1, we may let 1x1 + 1, to deduce 
that for 1~1 d 1, n 2 C,, 
~~~(+1+i~)dCzy2+C21~I limsup6(x))’ 1’ dt) cl’r 
x+1- - Ix1 + d(x) 
+ I,rlr/‘lirn sup 6(x))3’2 [’ ,dt dt . 
x+1- *1.1; -d(x) 
Using Lemma 3.2(c) and (g), we easily obtain for 1~11 6 1, n 3 C, that 
Actually, we have established this last inequality, with E,:;,( + 1 + iy) 
replaced by 
j’ log{ 1+ (y:(l - N2} p’n(t) dt 
0 
= lim sup [’ log{ 1 + (JJ/(x- t))‘} p,Jt) dt 
x-l- “0 
for we first estimated this second integral in the proof of (a). Since for 
I.4 > 1, 
U,Jx+iy)~ i’ log{1 + (jTj(l.xl -t))‘} p,z(t) dt 
*0 
G j’ log{ 1 + (~‘i(l - 0)‘) cl,,(t) dt, 
0 
we obtain (3.45) with x replacing 1. Finally, the bound for A,*, used in 
(3.40), appears in (3.28). 1 
We need one more estimate involving cJ.‘c) for x larger than 1: 
7he.c there e.~ist C, and C2 such that for s > a,pi,‘a,,, and II 3 Ci) 
e’(a,s)exp(nC:,,(s))dexp(-?Ir”~3”) ‘lPV’). 
Proof: Now from Lemma 3.1 (c ): 
C,;,(s) = c’,(s) - a,,(c) 
,- i 
= i logis - t! +Jt) dt 
i 
+ log 4 I 
iI.2 
,u,(tj dt - Q(a,,s)/n + C4 
d log(s + 1) - Q( a,s)!‘n f C, : (3.48) 
where we have used Lemma 3.2(a). Next, since a, is a positive strictly 
increasing and continuous function of U, our bound s 2 G;,,;a, ensures :ha.t 
we can write a,!s = a,, where / 2 m. Then, from Lemma 2.2(g), 
log(s $ 1) = log(a,/a,T + I i d log i, 
for I; > CL, where C, is independent of s and 71. Furrher: by Lemma 2.3(aI, 
log Q’(a,,s) = log Q’(a/) < Clog I, 
whe:e C is independent of n and s. Using (3.48), we have for n > CL anti 
a,,.~ = a, 2 a,,, that 
Q’(a,,s) exp(nuJs)) 6 exp(C,n log i+ C7t3 - Q(a,j). ( 3.49 ‘j 
Eere, as Q”(X) 3 0 for s large enough, we have 
Qia,j 3 Q(aJ + Q’(ar,z)(ac -a, 2) 
3 Q’(a, i) a,(! - a,+‘a,) 
3 Q’(al.?) a,JC,:‘x(a,)) (4~ Lemma 2.2(e j) 
>[lp2r7’(i-ql , , 
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by Lemma 2.2(a) (with j= 1) and by Lemma 2.3(a), provided IZ is large 
enough. Then (3.46) and (3.49), and the fact that I> nz, easily yield 
(3.47). 1 
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.3 AND 1.5 
Our main lemma for estimating (PW)’ follows: 
LEMIMA 4.1. Let W(X) :=e- Q’xJ be as in Lemma 2.1. Assume in addition 
that Q(0) =0 and for some 1 < p < 2, (3.1) is satisfied, and let U,(z) be 
defined by (3.11). Then if s E (0, x8 ), E E (0: 1 j, n > 1, and P E .Yn, 
I(PW)’ (a,sjl 6 IIPWI12(Ea,,)-1 { max exp(fzLT,,(t))) eTT (4.1) ,1-s =E 
LiThere for some CT 
i 
4[a,sQ’(a,s){&l(s -E)}~ + (a,&)* Q”(a,,(s + E))], 
if a,(s-z)>C, 
’ ‘= CQ(a,(s + &)I + Ea,Q’(a,s)l, 
if a,(s- .z) < C. 
If, in addition, Q’ is continuous at 0, then (4.1) holds also for s = 0. 
(4.2) 
Proo$ For fixed s E (0: zo)): define a new weight l@‘(t) := e-b(‘): where 
o(t) is the linear function 
Q( ) := Q(v) + Q’(a,s)(t - a,s), It tEc. 
Note that I@ is an entire function, and 
FF’(a,s) = W”)(a,s), j=O, 1. 
Then if PeYnp,, 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(PW)’ (a,s) = (P@)’ (a,,s)= (2ni)-1 I, (z~~~)z dz, 
n 
where r is the circle (z: I-7 -a,,,~/ = ag}, and we have used Cauchy’s 
integral formula for derivatives. Then we obtain 
I(PW)’ (a,s)l dmax IPti(i)I (&a,)-’ 
ZE r 
Q ,t~3;~, IP(a,,t) Wa,ltl)l ,lIflsaxs Ifita,tVWa,Itl)l (=hF’ 
d IIPW.(wp’ 1 max exp(nu,,;ll(t))) P, (4.5) !I-51 =.s 
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by Lemma 3.!(d) and with 
I: remains to estimate p. Suppose first that izrL(3 - E:) > C, where C is so 
large that Q” is positive and increasing in [C. LX ). Let 1; - 51 = z acd writ-e 
it, f=i;j e . SOme 0 E [ - TC: TC). Then, for some ;’ between 111 ard c, 
~@!:u~,ij:;W(~,,~ti)l 
= exp[ - Q(a,,sj - Q’(a,,.sj LZ,~(R~ : - 5) + Q(a,ili ‘:I 
=exp[-Q(a,sj-Q’(a,,s)a,(Re t--~j+Q(a:!.~j 
+Q’(u,~s)u,(~~~ -s)+u,‘,Q”(u~c)(I~~ -~)‘,2! 
=expjrr,,Q’(a,sj IfI (l-costi)+a~Q”(n,~~:)(~r~-s)‘~2~ 
~exp[a,Q’(a,,s)(s+~j 02,‘2 +u;Q”(u~,c) ~‘:!2;. (4.6) 
by the inequality 
1 - cos Q < 8’;2: QE C-x. j-r;, 
Next: Re t>,s-E>C::U n, so 181 E [OF 71;2]: and we have 
so 
a,Q’(u,s)(s $ E) 6’:‘2 d 4a,sQ’(~z,~~)~~~(5- E))? 
while the monotonicitp of Q” yields 
a; Q”(u,, c) ei;2 < a;Q”(a,,(s -!- s )‘j E’. 
Hence, from (4.6), 
p~exp(I4a,sQ’(~2,s)!&/(s-&j)‘fa~Q”(a,,(s~ :jj ;‘I, 
and then (4.5j yields (4.1 j and (4.2 j. 
If a,(~ - E) < C: then for It - si = E, 
~&z,,t)W(u,,~t~)~ 
=exp[ -Q(a,,s)-Q’(a,,sj a,(Re t-s!+ Q(a,it\j] 
<exp[Q(a,(s+~j)+Q’(c,~~j~u,~, 
since Q(x) > Q(0) = 0, for I > 0. i 
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Proqf of Theorem 1.3 in a Special Case. Suppose first that W(X) is as in 
Lemma 2.1, with the additional restrictions that Q”(X) is continuous in R 
and that (1.12) holds. We may also assume that Q(0) = O--if not, replace 
W(x) by W(x)/W(O) = eQ(s)-Qco! Such a replacement clearly does not 
affect (1.13). Note that then the requirements of Lemmas 2.1: 2.2, 3.1, 3.3, 
3.4, 4.1 are satisfied, as are those of Lemmas 2.3 and 3.5: with ?I= i. By 
(3.19) in Lemma 3.1(d), for PEAR and n> 1, 
IIP’WII R = max I(P’W(w)l 
SC [-I, I] 
= max IV?’ (a,s) + Q’(w)(PWw)l 
SE [-I, 11 
+ CQ’(a,J IlPW a, (4.7) 
by (2.12), by the evenness of W, and by Lemma 4.1 with the notation there. 
We set 
E := E(n) := l/{a,Q’(a,)}. 
By Lemma 3.3(c), we have, uniformly for SE [0, 11: 
max exp(nU,(t)) < ,,matE exp(Ca,Q’(a,) IIm [I} If-S1 =E s 
<exp(Ca,Q’(a,)~} < Cj. (4.8) 
It remains to estimate z, given by (4.2). Suppose first a,(s - E) < C. Then 
0 < a,(s + E) < C + 2&a,, < C,: 
so the continuity of Q and Q’ and (4.2) yield uniformly for such s and for 
n B 1 that 
t<C,. (4.9) 
Suppose next that a,,(s - E) > C, where (as in the proof of Lemma 4.1) C is 
so large that Q”(X) is positive and increasing for x > C. Then from (4.2), 
t <4[a,zQ’(a,) E2(C/a,z)-2 + (a,&)2 Q”(a,( 1 + E))] 
<4[a,,Q’(a,)-’ C P2 + Q’(a,)Pz Q”(all{l + O(H-‘})I, 
by choice of E, and by Lemma 2.2(a), with j= 1. Combining Lemma 2.2(a) 
with j= 1, Lemma 2.2(g), and (2.31) of Lemma 2.3(c) ireca!! that q= i in 
our case), we obtain 
T<4[o(l)+o((a,,,~?z)‘) O((nk,)2] =0(l): 
so (4.9) remains valid. Then (4.7) to (4.91 yield (I.! 3). 
Proof of Theorem 1.3 in ihe Generoi Case. Suppose now that W satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 1.3. We shah redefine :4(.x) for small x, obtain- 
ing a new weight W*(x) :=e-“*!s’, where Q* is twice continuously dir”- 
ferentiabie in R, and W* satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and (1.!2:, 
Let e be a small positive number, let 
and let 
Q*cx) := p+) 1, XE C-p. p;: 
cm,. 1x1 > p. 
Then O*(x) is even and twice continuously differentiabie in ( -p? p) since 
L.(x) isbounded below there by a positive number. As 
L(P) = PI L’(p) = I; L”ipj=O, 
we see that Q*“(x) is continuous at p and so continuous in R. Next, we see 
that for I E C-p, p]: 
xLf(x) x 2 -= - 
U-x) ( > L(x) 
(1 +4&(x? - py >: 
and 
XL”(X) x 1’ 
-=l- - 
L’(x) ( I -WI 
+&x2(x2 - pq2 g(x): 
where 
g(x) := 
24 Lqp’--x2: I 
1+ 4&(? - py ’ L(xy ~ 
As g(x j is positive and continuous in [ - ,o? ~1, and as 
Ix!/L(x) < 1, XE r-p. p]. 
we see that if E is small enough, 
(4.11) 
L”‘(x) > 0, XEiO p: ‘=!J. I >. 77; 
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Then (2.1) holds for Q*. Further, a straightforward calculation shows that 
for -YE C-P, PI, 
z*(x) := (xQ*‘(x))‘/Q*‘(x) 
XL’(X) 
=l+- 
XL”(X) XL’(X) 
L(wu) %(L(X))-t--- 
L’(x) L(x) ’ 
while for x E [p, zc ), x*(x) = l(x) is positive and increasing. If we can show 
that x*(x) is positive and continuous in [0, p], then it will follow that 
x*(x) is quasi-increasing in [0, co)), and the remaining requirements of 
Lemma 2.1 (including (2.2)) will follow. Using (4.10), (4.11), the definition 
of g: and some manipulations, we obtain for XE [0, p] that 
x*(x)=2 {I -(&)2}+sx(L(exjj 
+ &X2(X2 - p2)2 
[ 
g(x) + 
4(p2 -x2) 1 L(x)’ . 
The first of the three terms in this last right-hand side is positive for 
XE [0, p). The second term is positive for XE (0, p] provided E is small 
enough. Finally, the third term is positive in (0, p), provided E is small 
enough. Hence we can ensure that 
min(%*(.Xj:XE[O,p])>O. 
As W* fulfills all the requirements for the special case of Theorem 1.3 
proved above, (1.13) holds for W*. As 
W(x) - w*(x), x E R: Qb, = Q*(x), 1x1 > P, 
we have 
IIP’WI! R d CQ’(4j IIPWII R7 PE9f,:,,n>C,, (4.12) 
where a,* is the root of (1.7) for Q*. It remains to show that 
Q’(d) - Q’(G). n large enough. (4.13 j 
(For II < C,, (1.13) follows easily from a compactness argument, and the 
positivity of Q’(u,), 1 <n < Cr.) Now from (1.7) for u,T and a substitution, 
=O(l/u,T)+-) 
2 s-1 a; tQ’(a,* t) dt 
TJO (l-f’)‘;? 
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We deduce that for n large enough, 
The moEotonicity and positivity of se’(s) in (0: z ) thez yield 
a 11~ i < a,* d u,, L i, 
Sicce IV itself satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1: ar;d satisfies (223’; 
with 1; = & we may use Lemma 2.3(b) with x := B -+- I to deduce that 
lim Q’(a ,zLl),iQ’(u:z-i)= 1. 
:z + LC 
and hence 
lim Q’(~~):Q’(c,!) = 1. 
rc ~+ 5_ 
We shall prove Theorem 1.5 in severai stages. The first lemma treats 
/x\ < (1 - t7.j u,i, ?I E (0, 1) fixed. As remarked after Theorem !.3 (remark 
fviijj, a result more general than Lemma 4.2 was proved {using simzler 
ChristofZel function methods in [13. Coroilary 3.51, bit nie include *the 
proof for the sake of completeness. 
PWciJ: Suppose first that Q” is continuous in 2. Then for 
I,yi < u,( I - v): we can write x = a,~. where IS/ < 1 - 4. Since 9’ is even, i: 
suffices to consider s E [O: 1 - q]. Le: 
& := E(n) := il - ‘. iz 3 i. 
Lemma “. 1 yields 
where 7 depends on n and s, and is given by (4.2). Lemma 3.3(bj si?cws 
rhat 
max exp(nC,(t)) d max exp(nC!im t!) d CS. 
(-5 -In !I-51 = 1 ,i 
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It remains to estimate r. If a,(~--) < C, we can show that (4.9) holds 
exactly as at (4.9). If aJs - E) 2 C, we see from (2.12) withj= 2, from (4.2), 
and from the monotonicity of uQ’(u), that for n large enough and 
SE co, 1 -VI, 
r~C,C~,(l-vl)Q’(u,(l-r,,(~,i’(nC))’+(a,/~)’Q”(~,(l-r1/2))1 
= O( 1 j, 
by Lemma 2.2(b) and (g). This completes the proof for the case where Q” 
is continuous in [w. In the general case, we replace Q by Q* as in the 
previous proof, and use the boundedness of Q*’ and Q’ in each finite 
interval, as well as the fact that 
w- w*; an-a/f. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Let W(x) be as in Theorem 1.5. Let r > 0. Then for n > C,, 
PEY~, and 
I(PW)‘(x)l < C(1 - Ix/a,l)-’ 
..l 
X J ICl,(t)(l - t)‘.‘2 4PWIIrx. (4.16) ,*,~ n 
Proof: We assume first that Q” is continuous in R. Recall from 
Lemma 2.3 with ye = & that, as n -+ x’, 
Q’(u,) = O( (n/a,)24;23), (4.17) 
x(a,) = O( (n/a,)2~23), (4.18) 
and 
a,Q”(a,) = 0((n/aa,)26’23). (4.19) 
Then for n 2 C,, 
1 - r(nA,* j-2:3 > 1 - rn p2’3 2 1 - rX(a,,)-‘5’2. 
Hence Lemma 3.2(c) and (g) yield 
p,Jt) - A,*( 1 - t)‘:2, l>tal-r(n~I,*)~~‘~, (4.20) 
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and so for n 2 Cl 
r1 p,(y) dy-A,T(1-ty, 
1 ; 
1>t>1-&Lg-‘3 
Now set for some fixed 3. > 0, 
-where 
and 
s :=x,‘a,,E [q: 1 -r(fiA:)-23-j, 
d(s) := (1 - s)!‘2. 
(Note that, as usual, we may restrict ourselves tc I > 3 j. We first derive 
several upper bounds for E. First, from (4.21 j and i4.23 j, 
i~ir,(t)~t~j‘,1~~,~~~.,-~,~,,(t)di-Ar(n~4,:i~:-?l. 
“5 n I 
Then 
&< [i.nd(s)-’ Czn-1j-‘<<(s);2, 
provided j, > 2,‘C,. Next, from Lemma 3.2(c), (dj, and (ef, 
i,’ p,(t) dt 2 C,(a,/n j $,,(s j( 1 - 3)’ 2 
2 C,(a,/n) $,(qj2) b(3j3” 
3 cj cs(sp’: 
so 
&~C6~-‘6(sj-“~Cin-‘~~A~: 
< C,n --34,69 = o(r: - i 2 ). (4.25:; 
by Lemma 3,2(f) and (4.18). Finally, using Lemma 3.2(b), we obtain, muc? 
as above, 
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Now let It-sl=s, and write Ret=s+d, where d~[--E,E]. We see that 
6(Re t) = a(s) - A/2 E (6(~)/2; 3&~)/2), 
by (4.25). Also, 
Ret+d(Ret)>s-&+6(s)/2>s. 
Then Lemma 3.4(a) yields 
by (4.22): (4.25), and (4.26). Next, as s+~(s)= (1 +s)/2 < 1, (4.2) shows 
that for n > C, ~ 
T eQ&?‘(a,s)W~)‘+ (a,~)’ Q”(u,Jl 
< C,,[E@(S) + H-““~““u~Q”(a,)] 
(by (4.26) and (4.27)) 
< ~,,[~+~~-88.‘69+26:23] < c14, 
by (4.19) and (4.25). These last estimates and Lemma 4.1 yield 
((PW)’ (u,s)~ < I!PWI!~ C,j S(S)-’ (H/U,) J p,,(t) dt, 
J 
and then Lemma 3.2(c) yields the lemma. Finally, if Q” is not continuous 
at 0, we replace Q by Q*, as before. For n large enough, A,T for Q and Q* 
are identical, while if < in the definition of @J-X) is large enough, +,Jx) for 
Q and Q* are identical. It is not difficult to use the estimates of 
Lemma 3.2(d) and (e) to show that increasing < by a fixed amount has 
little effect on $,1: since 5 > 0 in Lemma 3.2 was arbitrary. 1 
Finally, we deal with x near a,: 
I(PW)’ (x)1 d C(nA,T)” 3 a;;’ :PFk’/,.. fg.38; 
Pwo,f: As above, we can assume that Q” is continuous in W. Let 
s := XYU,, E [l - i(nA,*)-’ 3, u,;c.a,,]: 
and 
& :=sIn) :=(rzA~j-2’. 
Let j! --2i = e. If Re t > 1: Lemma 3.4(b) shows that 
?lL’,(t) < Ci2~4,T iIKtl 113 ’ < CJTriFyE3 ’ = C. 
If Re : < 1: then as Re i > s - E > I- (v $1 )(KA,~ j-” ‘, Lemma 3.4(a) ark 
(4.2 i j yield 
d C,(n- ’ 3 +11&A: a(Re t)’ 2 + ~3~ ‘p-f:, 
Since b(Re i) < ((r + 1)!‘2)(nA,T)- ‘, we obtak 
izC(t) < cj, ![--I =‘$. 
Next, we estimate T given by (4.2 ). Recall from (4.18) tha: 
~(a,,,) = 0((2m/a,,,,)’ 23 j = o(ni ‘“j, 
so for n>C1. 
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by Lemma 2.2(e). Then we have for n > C, that 
t ~4~~,~kxw~ + (~~42 ~v~,,)l 
< (o( m24/23 )o(n-4;3) + ,(,-4:3)o(m26:23)) 
= otn - 1:3Oj, 
by (4.19), (4.19), and the choice (4.28) of m. The above estimates and 
Lemma 4.1 immediately yield (4.30). 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Assume first that Q” is continuous in Iw. Note 
that if 0~6 < 1, and lx/an1 < l-6, then Lemma 3.2(c) and (d) show that 
(1 - Ixi%I)-’ J-L;, , ti,(t)(l - tP2 dl 
n 
,. I~ 6;‘2 
-1x 
[J 
,x,n,~, (n/a,) dt + [’ 
” I - b/2 
W4 At) dl] -nlh. 
Then Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 yield the conclusion of Theorem 1.5 for 
Ix/u,1 < 1 -r(f~A,*))~‘~. For the range (4.29), with m as in (4.28), 
Lemma 4.4 yields the desired conclusion. It remains to deal with x > urn, 
and we use Lemma 3.5, with q= A. Note that 
m”~3”‘:‘1--‘1,/n=n,21:23/n=n1.‘20, ,zJc:, n + x2, as n-co, 
that is, the requirement of Lemma 3.5 is fulfilled. Write x = u,s, where 
s > ~,/a,, > 1. We have for P E Yn, from Lemma 3.1(d), 
I(PW)’ (x)1 < lP’W(x) + Q’(x) IPW (x1 
d llf”WIl g exp(nU,,(s)) + Q’(x) ilf’V R expW,h)) 
~expW,h)) IIPWII w (CQ’(a,)+ Q’(x)> (by Theorem 1.3) 
d C2 Q’(u,s) expW,(s)) II PWI R 
< C, exp( -fn21’23) (/ PWll R, 
by Lemma 3.5, and choice of WI. This proves somewhat more than the 
conclusion of Theorem 1.5. Finally, in the case that Q” is not continuous 
at 0, we replace Q by Q*, as usual. 1 
Note added in prooJ: After completion of this paper, the limit (1.19) has 
been established, under mild additional conditions on Q. Hence Q’(u,) in 
Theorem 1.3 is sharp. See Theorem 2.6 in “Strong Asymptotics for 
Extremal Errors and Polynomials Associated with Erdos Weights,” Pitman 
Research Notes, Volume 202, Longmans, London, 1989. 
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